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FlowMotion overview
FlowMotion™ is a technology that may enhance patient comfort compared to multi- bed 
step-and-shoot acquisitions. In practice, “FlowMotion” is synonymous with continuous 
bed motion, an innovation that requires advances in conventional patient bed tech-
nology, scanner acquisition electronics, and algorithms for processing scanner data. 
These technological improvements are shown in Figure 1, and can be summarized  
as follows:

• Patient bed: The patient bed is magnetically driven, allowing for extremely  
accurate, sub-millimeter (<0.25 mm) positioning and smooth acceleration as  
the patient is driven into the gantry at speeds ranging from 0.1 to 200 mm/s.  
The bed’s cantilever design minimizes vertical deflection in response to torque 
exerted by the patient’s weight. 

• Redesigned acquisition electronics: In order to preserve image reconstruction  
performance, as the patient moves through the scanner, precise bed positioning  
is processed and stored, along with the raw PET data, by a highly efficient, custom 
architecture, incorporating a patented PETLINK Stream Buffer (PSB) interface to a 
solid-state RAID system. 

• Dynamic data processing algorithms: During acquisition, the PET data is continu-
ously normalized to account for the corresponding motion of each line of response 
(LOR) through a sequence of detectors having slightly different efficiencies.

Figure 1. FlowMotion technology incorporates a precise, magnetically driven patient bed, high-speed acquisition electronics, and specialized 
dynamic data processing.
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FlowMotion enables a PET acquisition to be tailored for a specific patient and clinical 
scenario. This is achieved by custom specification of one or more scan ranges, as is 
exemp lified in Figure 2, and setting corresponding bed speeds for each range. For 
example, Figure 2c shows a protocol customized for colorectal or prostate cancer, 
where the speed is reduced within the pelvic and abdominal region to improve image 
statistics in the most clinically relevant area. The bed speed can also be increased 
substantially outside the boundary of the region of interest to improve efficiency. 
Furthermore, respiratory gating can be applied only to a particular range to reduce  
the impact of patient motion.

Figure 2. FlowMotion scan 
ranges can be tailored to 
patient anatomy or the  
clinical scenario.

There are several other benefits of FlowMotion relative to traditional, step-and-shoot 
scanning:
• Uniform axial noise sensitivity: The stability of the associated motion ensures that 

deflection occurs, to substantial precision, only along the axis of the scanner, thereby 
decreasing axial noise variance.

• No CT overscan: Continuous motion is more efficient and avoids redundant exposure 
of region boundaries to CT, resulting in a lower dose to the patient.

• Reduced patient discomfort: The continuous sense of scan progress enables 
increased patient comfort during the acquisition.

For more detailed information about FlowMotion technology, please refer to the  
original 2016 white paper1.
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AI range selection
FlowMotion AI integrates FlowMotion and anatomical algorithms to automatically plan 
scan ranges using a CT topogram. The underlying technology is known as Automated 
Landmarking and Parsing of Human Anatomy (ALPHA)2,3, which is a multi-layered, 
machine-learning algorithm, based on spatial ensemble learning. The algorithm has 
been trained on hundreds of datasets, each having a large number of anatomical land-
marks or coordinate points, manually positioned throughout the body by imaging 
experts. For a new image case, a number of candidate landmarks are identified and 
every landmark votes for every other landmark. In this way, correct landmarks reinforce 
each other whilst incorrect landmarks are voted out, and the cumulative information  
is used to define landmark locations with confidence and precision. Figure 3 shows a 
simplified example where four candidates for an anatomical landmark have been identi-
fied based on similar image features. The candidates are voted in (thick lines) or out 
(thin lines) based on six confirmed landmarks. 

Correct landmarks are positively reinforced by being voted in (thick lines) while incor-
rect landmarks are voted out (thin lines). Both local and distant anatomy is accounted 
for during the voting. 

Figure 3. Illustrative example 
demonstrating how ALPHA 
landmarking achieves robust-
ness through redundancy. The 
algorithm has been trained on a 
large number of landmarks dis-
tributed throughout the body. 
This example shows four candi-
date landmarks for the “Right 
Costodiaphragmatic Recess,” 
which have similar image fea-
tures. Correct landmarks are 
positively reinforced by being 
voted in (thick lines) while 
incorrect landmarks are voted 
out (thin lines). Both local and 
distant anatomy is accounted 
for during the voting.
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With FlowMotion AI, landmarks associated with the top of the head, beneath the eye 
orbits, the clavicle, the aortic arch, the adrenal gland, the mid-thigh, and the tip of the 
toes are obtained from the CT topogram and used to establish PET scan ranges routinely 
used within clinical workflows. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the PartialBody and TotalBody 
configurations, respectively, which are defined only on anterior-posterior (AP) topo-
grams. The PartialBody options represent “eyes-to-thighs” scans, with optional lung and 
head-neck ranges. The TotalBody options span from the top of the head to the tip of the 
toes, and include configurations for lung, head-neck, and legs ranges. Additionally, an 
AP heart and a lateral brain range are also offered for single bed acquisitions, as shown 
in Figure 6. The heart and brain ranges are designed to respectively position the heart 
and cerebrum in the center of the field of the view.

Figure 6. Heart and brain scan 
configurations.

Figure 4. PartialBody scan  
configurations in FlowMotion AI.

Figure 5. TotalBody scan  
configurations in FlowMotion AI. 
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In the FlowMotion AI workflow, the scan configuration can be selected either before or 
after acquiring a CT topogram. The configuration selection is available on the Routine 
task card under the FAST Planning[a] drop-down menu in the user interface (UI), as illus-
trated in Figure 7. The “None” option in the drop-down menu will be the default if scan 
ranges are defined manually. Alternatively, a user can select one of the configurations 
from Figures 4-6. If a topogram is present, then the ranges will be displayed almost 
immediately after making the selection. Figure 8 shows an example of the scan plan-
ning window after selecting the “PartialBody” lung range. Note that if a user manually 
adjusts any range limit, then the UI drop-down menu will revert back to “None”, but the 
range limits will remain visible. Since the ranges are automatically defined, to submilli-
meter precision, the only additional input needed from the user prior to scanning are 
the bed speeds associated with the ranges. In this case, the user has reduced the speed 
through the lung region to 0.4 mm/s in order to improve the image quality in that 
region relative to that in the other regions. Alternatively, in manual mode—via the 
“None”—option, a user may define up to four bed ranges and specify the associated 
distances and speeds.

Figure 7. The user interface 
showing the range selection. 
Here, “PartialBody Lung” has 
been selected from the FAST 
Planning drop-down menu,  
the corresponding ranges  
have appeared in a list beneath 
the option and have been illus-
trated on the topogram, and 
the bed speeds have been  
set by the user in the fourth  
column of the list.

Figure 8. A CT topogram  
used within a FlowMotion AI 
workflow, after selecting the 
“PartialBody Lung” range con-
figuration via the user interface 
shown in Figure 7. Ranges  
can be manually adjusted by 
dragging the range limits in  
the planning window.
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Figure 9 illustrates the UI for a heart or brain scan. Though the corresponding  
landmarks are established by ALPHA technology, as shown in Figure 6, these scans  
are configured for a single bed position. 

The benefits of FlowMotion AI relative to the traditional FlowMotion framework are:
• Workflow efficiency: The scan range positioning is fast and fully automated. 
• Repeatibility: A follow-up scan of the same patient will result in range limits at  

identical or very similar positions, so if the acquisition protocol remains unchanged, 
then the reconstructed images will have similar statistics and position, so they can  
be compared slice-by-slice with the prior scan. 

Algorithm performance
FlowMotion AI range selection has been performed retrospectively on a series of topo-
grams and assessed visually by a trained nuclear medicine technologist. PartialBody 
range configurations are correctly positioned in more than 96% of test cases, and  
TotalBody range configurations are correct in at least 90% of the cases. The heart and 
brain range limits were found nearly 100% of the time. The number of topograms for 
each range configuration varies based on availability of image data but also the 
anatomy in the field of view.

Note that the percentages in Table 1 refer to all range limits in a particular config-
uration being found correctly. If a range limit is not found, either due to a limitation  
of the ALPHA algorithm or the anatomy not being present in the field of view, then  
the range limit is snapped to the closest image boundary. Figure 10 illustrates the 
process of salvaging useful ranges if the requested anatomy is not present.

When the algorithm is unable to locate a landmark associated with a specific  
config uration, the user will be notified by a message displayed at the bottom-left  
corner of the screen.

Figure 9. User interface for a 
heart or brain scan.
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FlowMotion AI configuration Range limits All limits found

PartialBody 2 556/575 (96.7%)
PartialBody Lung 4 554/575 (96.4%)
PartialBody Head Neck 3 216/221 (97.7%)
TotalBody 2 65/70 (92.9%) 
TotalBody Head Neck 3 64/70 (91.4%) 
TotalBody Head Neck Legs 4 64/70 (91.4%) 
TotalBody Lung 4 63/70 (90.0%) 
TotalBody Legs 3 63/70 (90.0%) 
TotalBody Lung Legs 5 63/70 (90.0%) 
Brain 2 15/15 (100%)
Heart 2 621/623 (99.7%)

Figure 9. A “TotalBody Head-
Neck Legs” range configuration 
with (a) all required anatomy 
present, (b) missing tip of toes, 
and (c) missing tip of toes and 
mid-thighs. If one or more 
range limits cannot be found, 
then the UI reverts back to 
“None”. Useful ranges are  
salvaged by snapping range 
limits to the image border.

Table 1. Accuracies with  
which FlowMotion AI correctly 
defines the bed ranges in  
Figures 4-6.

All ranges valid
Display results

a.

Not all ranges valid ->  
set UI to ”None” 

Overlapping ranges ->  
don’t display results

b.

Range not valid ->  
set UI to ”None” 

Overlapping ranges ->  
don’t display results

c.
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Conclusion
By integrating continuous bed motion technology with ALPHA landmarking,  
FlowMotion AI renders PET planning less complicated for the user, more efficient,  
and more repeatable than manual scan planning. 
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